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Positive Ricci curvature on fiber bundles with
compact structure group
Leonardo Francisco Cavenaghi
Abstract. The aim of this paper is to give a direct and simple proof and
popularize a result for the existence of metrics of positive Ricci curvature
on the total space of a large class of fiber bundles with compact structure
groups. We use this result to build new examples of manifolds with
positive Ricci curvature, including bundles which the base consists on
gradient shrinking Ricci solitons. In particular, it also generalizes and
give an unified framework for the results in Nash [15] and Poor [16]. As a
small inclusion to this version, we approach the problem: which smooth
functions can be realized as the scalar curvature for some metric on the
total space of a given fiber bundle.
Keywords. Fiber Bundles, Positive Ricci curvature, Compact structure
group.
1. Introduction
The amount of examples of manifolds with positive sectional curvature is
small in comparison to the class of manifolds with non–negative sectional
curvature (see [21]). However, there is no theorem that distinguish these two
classes in the compact simply connected case. Therefore, the understanding
of special classes of examples can lead to new insights and perspectives. An
intermediate step is to construct examples with positive Ricci curvature.
In this direction, Nash [15] and Poor [16] proved that the total space
of some classes of fiber bundles admit metrics of positive Ricci curvature: for
instance, linear sphere bundles, vector bundles and principal bundles over
manifolds with positive Ricci curvature. In particular, their results provide
metrics of positive Ricci curvature on the very interesting exotic spheres.
We also remark that others interesting results on positive Ricci curvature on
bundles are provided in [1, 10, 11, 20].
This work was financially supported by CNPq 131875/2016-7 and by FAPESP 2017/24680-
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Here we present an elementary proof for the following natural general-
ization of Nash and Poor results:
Theorem 1.1. Let F →֒ M
π
→ B be a fiber bundle from a compact manifold
M with fiber F , compact structure group G and base B. Suppose that
1. B has a metric of positive Ricci curvature,
2. A principal orbit of the G-action on F has finite fundamental group,
3. F has a G-invariant metric such that the submersion metric on F reg/G
has RicF reg/G ≥ 1.
Then M carries a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Remark 1.2. We point out that in the case of principal bundles, the metric of
positive Ricci curvature obtained in Theorem 1.1 can be made G–invariant.
In fact, this can be done starting with a Kaluza–Klein metric on it (see the
proof of Theorem 1.7). The author would like to thank W. Tuschmann for a
question related to this.
We make use of Theorem 1.1 to build new examples of manifolds with
positive Ricci curvature. For instance, the method naturally extends the ex-
amples in [18] and [3], as one can use the examples there both as bases and
fibers. The amount of examples also includes bundles in which the base are
gradient shrinking Ricci solitons. A more detailed account is given in Section
3. Furthermore, it puts in a common ground the Theorems of Nash and Poor:
Corollary 1.3 ([15], Theorem 3.5). Let G/H →֒ E → M be a fiber bundle
with compact structure group G such that M is compact and admits a metric
g with Ricg > 0. If G
/
H admits a metric with Ric ≥ 1 (equivalently, if
π1(G/H) is finite), then E admits a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Corollary 1.4 ([15], Corollary 3.6). Let Sn →֒ E → M , n ≥ 2, be a sphere
bundle whose base is compact and have a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Then E admits a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Corollary 1.5 ([15], Theorem 3.8). Let F →֒ E →M be a bundle with compact
strcture group G and M be a compact manifold admitting a metric g with
Ricg > 0. If G possesses finite fundamental group and acts freely on F ,
which is compact and such that F/G admits a metric with Ric ≥ 1, then E
admits a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Corollary 1.6 ([16], Main Theorem). Let M and F be compact Riemannian
manifolds such that the Ricci curvature of M and the sectional curvature of
F are positive. Suppose π : FM →M is a bundle with fiber F for which the
structural group G acts on F by isometries. Then FM admits a metric of
positive Ricci curvature.
Theorem 1.1 follows from the results below, already in the literature:
Theorem 1.7. Let F →֒ M
π
→ B be a fiber bundle from a compact manifold
M with fiber F , compact structure group G and base B. Suppose that
1. B has a metric of positive Ricci curvature,
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2. F has a G-invariant metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Then M carries a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Theorem 1.8 ([18], Theorem A). Let (M, g) be a compact connected Riemann-
ian manifold with an isometric and effective action by a compact connected
Lie group G. If
1. A principal orbit has finite fundamental group,
2. RicM/G ≥ 1 on the orbital distance metric,
then M admits a G–invariant metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Theorem 1.7 is proved using the classical canonical deformation for fiber
bundles and the quadratic trick. Although this result appears in literature
(see [9, Theorem 2.7.3, p. 100]) our correspondence with several specialists
revealed that it is not very well known, which was the motivation for writing
this paper.
Another result, direct consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.7, but
possibly not so well known, consists on the following:
Corollary 1.9. Let (M, g), (F, gF ) be compact Riemannian manifolds with pos-
itive Ricci curvature. Then, for any smooth function f :M → R, the warped
product manifold M ×e2f F admits a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
Remark 1.10. We point out that since M ×e2f F is a warped product, the
fibers of the submersion M ×e2f F →M are totally umbilical submanifolds.
However, since g and gF have positive positive Ricci curvature, one can find
another Riemannian metric on the warped manifold such that the fibers are
totally geodesic submanifolds (see the proof of Theorem 1.7). The proof of
Corollary 1.9 then follows after a canonical deformation.
A complete Riemannian metric g on a smooth manifold M is called
Ricci soliton if there exists a smooth vector field X on M and a constant
ρ ∈ R such that the following equation holds
Ric(g) +
1
2
LXg = ρg, (1.1)
where L denotes the Lie derivative.
If X = ∇f where f is some smooth function, the equation (1.1) becomes
Ric(g) + Hess f = ρg, (1.2)
and the Ricci soltion is called gradient Ricci soliton.
Ricci solitons are named in the literature according to the sign of ρ. A
Ricci soliton is called steady if ρ = 0, expanding if ρ < 0 and shriking if ρ > 0.
Ricci solitons were introduced by Hamilton in [6] as the particular so-
lutions for the Ricci flow ∂g/∂t = −2Ric(g) such that the metric changes
only by diffeomorphisms as the time evolves. Their importance was further
demonstrated in the works of Perelman [13, 14] where his classification of
3–dimensional gradient shrinking Ricci solitons lead to the solution of the
Poincar conjecture, and in [19], where it is proved that gradient Ricci soli-
tons are precisely the blow–up limits of the Ricci flow.
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Compact Shrinking Ricci Solitons (SRS) with positive Ricci curvature
were extensively studied in the literature (see [2, 4]). In particular, using
warped product metrics and Corollary 1.9 one can use such Ricci solitons to
build new examples of manifolds of positive Ricci curvature (see the Section
3).
2. Proof of Main Theorem
Let π : (F, gF ) →֒ (M, g) → (B, gB) be a Riemannian submersion. The
canonical deformation g˜ of the metric g is defined as:
g˜(X + V, Y +W ) := e2tg(V,W ) + g(X,Y ), t ∈ (−∞,∞), (2.1)
∀X,Y ∈ H, ∀V,W ∈ V , where H,V denote the horizontal and vertical space
of the submersion π.
Proposition 2.1. Let π : F →֒ (M, g) → B be a Riemannian submersion
with totally geodesic fibers. Denote by K˜ the non–reduced sectional curvature
of the canonical deformation g˜, by K the non–reduced sectional curvature
of g, KB the non–reduced sectional curvature of the submersion metric on
B and by KF the non–reduced sectional curvature of the fiber F , then, if
X,Y, Z ∈ H,and V,W ∈ V ,
1. K˜(X,Y ) = KB(π∗X, π∗Y )(1− e
2t) + e2tK(X,Y ),
2. K˜(X,V ) = e2t|A∗XV |
2,
3. K˜(V,W ) = e2tK(V,W ),
4. R˜(X,Y, Z,W ) = e2tg((∇XA)Y Z,W ).
Proof. See [9, Section 2.1.3, p. 52]. 
We now prove Theorem 1.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. The main idea is to use the quadratic trick and the
canonical deformation. Firstly, consider on M the unique metric g such that
the fibers F are totally geodesic submanifolds (see [9, proposition 2.7.1, p.
97]) and let g˜ be a canonical deformation of the metric g.
Take X ∈ H, V ∈ V , ‖X‖g˜ = ‖V ‖g˜ = 1 and let λ ∈ R. Define the
polynomial p(λ) := R˜ic(X + λV ). Take {e˜i := ei}
k
i=1 a g–orthonormal base
for H and {e˜j := e
−tej}
n
j=k+1 a g˜–orthonormal base for V . Then,
R˜(X + λV, e˜r, e˜r, X + λV ) = K˜(X, e˜r) + λ
2K˜(V, e˜r) + 2λR˜(X, e˜r, e˜r, V ),
∀r ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Summing up in i, j and using the formulae on Proposition 2.1 recalling
that the fibers are totally geodesic submanifolds one has:
p(λ) = (1 − e2t)RicB(X) + e
2tRicH(X) +
n∑
j=k+1
‖A∗Xej‖
2
+ λ2
{
e2t
k∑
i=1
‖AeiV
∗‖2 +RicF (V )
}
+ 2λe2t
k∑
i=1
g ((∇eiA)Xei, V ) . (2.2)
The discriminant ∆t(X,V ) is given by:
1
4
∆t(X,V ) = e
4t
(
k∑
i=1
g ((∇eiA)Xei, V )
)2
−(1− e2t)RicB(X) + e2tRicH(X) + n∑
j=k+1
‖A∗Xej‖
2

(
e2t
k∑
i=1
‖AeiV
∗‖2 +RicF (V )
)
We claim that there is t < 0 such that for every X ∈ H, V ∈ V , ‖X‖ =
‖V ‖ = 1, one has ∆t(X,V ) < 0. In fact, suppose on the contraty that for
each n ∈ N there are Xn, Vn as on hypothesis such that ∆−n(Xn, Vn) ≥ 0.
Passing to a subsequence if necessary and taking n→∞ one has:
−RicF (V )
RicB(X) + n∑
j=k+1
‖A∗Xej‖
2
 ≥ 0,
where Vn → V,Xn → X . But once
RicF (V )
RicB(X) + n∑
j=k+1
‖A∗Xej‖
2
 > 0
by hypothesis, one concludes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By the assumption that F/G carries a metric of posi-
tive Ricci curvature and the orbits of F on G have finite fundamental group,
by [18, Theorem A], F carries a G-invariant metric of positive Ricci curva-
ture. Now we are on the hypothesis of Theorem 1.7, which shows that M
admits a metric of positive Ricci curvature. 
3. Examples
Since every example in [3] and [18] satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.8,
given two of these examples, B,F , for every G–bundle
pr : G →֒ Q→ B,
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the associated bundle with fiber F and base B, carries a metric of positive
Ricci curvature. However, we are going to present explicit possible construc-
tions based upon Theorem 1.1.
To do so, we explicit here some details on the construction of the bundles
presented in [3].
Consider a compact connected principal bundle G →֒ P → M with
a principal action •. Assume that there is another action (⋆) on P that
commutes with •. This makes P a G×G–manifold. If one assumes that ⋆ is
free, it yields the following diagram of bundles:
G
•
G
⋆
P
π

π′
// M ′
M
(3.1)
where M = P/(G, •),M ′ = P/(G, ⋆).
On the general setting, one may denote the G×G–action by
G×G× P → P
(r, s, p) 7→ rps−1,
where G × {id} concerns to the ⋆–action, being therefore expressed by the
left juxtaposition, and {id} ×G to the •–action, expressed by the right jux-
taposition. We give an explicit and classical example:
Recall the definition of the Lie group Sp(2)
Sp(2) =
{(
a c
b d
)
∈ S7 × S7
∣∣∣ c¯a+ d¯b = 0} . (3.2)
The projection on to the first column π : Sp(2)→ S7 is a S3-principal bundle
with principal action: (
a c
b d
)
q¯ =
(
a cq
b dq
)
. (3.3)
Gromoll–Meyer [8] introduced the action ⋆:
q
(
a c
b d
)
=
(
qaq qc
qbq qd
)
. (3.4)
whose quotient is the exotic sphere of dimension 7, concluding its celebrated
result on the existence of an exotic sphere with non-negative sectional cur-
vature. The corresponding action on S7 can be read from the first column of
(3.3):
q ·
(
x
y
)
=
(
qxq¯
qyq¯
)
(3.5)
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It is worth to point out that the S3-S3-bundle defined by (3.3),(3.4) procudes
a star-diagram in Dura´n [5], which is used to realize geometrically an explict
clutching diffeomorphism bˆ : S6 → S6 for Σ7 = Sp(2)/⋆:
S3
•
S3
⋆
Sp(2)
π

π′
// Σ7
S7
(3.6)
Since •, ⋆ commute, • descends to an action onM ′ and ⋆ to an action on
M . Corollary 5.2 in [3] implies that one can choose a Riemannian metric g′
on M ′ such that the orbit spacesM/G,M ′/G are isometric as metric spaces.
It can be shown that the orbits of the ⋆-action on M have finite fun-
damental group if, and only if, the orbits of the •–action do [3, Theorem
6.4]. Therefore, if M has a ⋆–invariant metric satisfying the hypothesis in
Theorem 1.8, so does M ′.
Furthermore, for any G–manifold M ′ in the paper [3], there is a G–G–
bundle M ′ ←− P −→ M with M/G isometric to M ′/G and satisfying the
hypothesis of Theorem 1.8.
Precisely, for the sake of completeness we restate here the main Theorem
in [3, Theorem 1.1]:
Theorem 3.1. Let Σ7 and Σ8 be any homotopy sphere in dimensions 7 and 8,
respectively; Σ10 be any homotopy 10-sphere which bounds a spin manifold;
Σ4m+1,Σ8m+5 be Kervaire spheres in dimensions 4m+1, 8m+5, respectively.
Then, the following manifolds admit an explicit realization via a diagram like
(3.6) and satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.8:
(i) M7#Σ7, where M7 is any 3-sphere bundle over S4
(ii) M8#Σ8, where M8 is either a 3-sphere bundle over S5 or a 4-sphere
bundle over S4
(iii) M10#Σ10, where:
(a) M10 =M8 × S2 with M8 as in item (ii)
(b) M10 is any 3-sphere bundle over S7, 5-sphere bundle over S5 or
6-sphere bundle over S4
(iv) M4m+1#Σ4m+1 where
(a) S2m →֒ M4m+1 → S2m+1 is the sphere bundle associated to any
multiple1 of O(2m+1) →֒ O(2m+2) → S2m+1, the frame bundle
of S2m+1
1That is, a bundle whose transition function α : Sn−1 → G is a multiple of τ2m : S2m →
O(2m + 1), τC
m
: S2m → U(m) or τH
m
: S4m+2 → Sp(m), for G = O(2m), U(m + 1)
or Sp(m), the transition functions of the orthonormal frame bundle and its reductions,
respectively.
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(b) CPm →֒ M4m+1 → S2m+1 is the CPm-bundle associated to any
multiple of the bundle of unitary frames U(m) →֒ U(m + 1) →
S2m+1
(c) M4m+1 = U(m+2)SU(2)×U(m)
(v) (M8r+k×N5−k)#Σ8r+5 where N5−k is any manifold with positive Ricci
curvature and
(a) S4r+k−1 →֒ M8r+k → S4r+1 is the k-th suspension of the unitary
tangent S4r−1 →֒ T1S
4r+1 → S4r+1,
(b) for k = 1, HPm →֒ M8m+1 → S4m+1 is the HPm-bundle associ-
ated to any multiple of Sp(m) →֒ Sp(m+ 1)→ S4m+1
(c) for k = 0, M = Sp(m+2)Sp(2)×Sp(m)
(d) for k = 1, M =M8m+1 is as in item (iv)
Now we make use of the previous discussion and results to produce new
examples of manifolds with positive Ricci curvature.
Given any compact principal G–bundle pr : Q → B with base B with
positive Ricci curvature, one can take several associated bundles to pr with
positive Ricci curvature. For instance,
1. Assume that we have a diagram such as (3.6) (keep in mind the nota-
tion).
One can consider E and E′ as the associated bundles to pr with
fiber M and M ′, respectively, for example, by taking pr = π : Q =
P −→ M or pr = π′ : Q = P −→ M ′, which yields four possible
bundles with metrics of positive Ricci curvature:
(a) M → E →M and M → E →M ′ provided M satisfy the hypoth-
esis of Theorem 1.8.
(b) M ′ → E′ → M and M ′ → E′ → M provided M ′ satisfy the
hypothesis of Theorem 1.8.
Note that here, M ′ can be taken as any example on Theorem
3.1. Naturally, M is its ”counterpart”, i.e, the other base manifold that
completes the diagram (3.6).
2. Still considering a diagram like (3.6), for any Lie subgroup H ⊂ G, one
can construct associated bundles E to pr : H →֒ P → P/H , where ”pr”
generically denotes π or π′, with fibers P ,M orM ′ and structure group
H . Here, one sees P as a H×H–bundle by restricting the actions • and
⋆ to elements of H .
If H has finite fundamental group and Q/H has a metric of posi-
tive Ricci curvature, the bundles E will have a metric of positive Ricci
curvature. In fact, one observes that the base P/H (for both actions)
have metrics of positive Ricci curvature since there are Riemannian sub-
mersions
G/H →֒ P/H → P/G
with P/G = M or P/G = M ′. Therefore, one can apply Theorem 1.7
to ensure a metric of positive Ricci curvature on P/H.
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Hence, one can construct associated bundles with fibers P (seen as
a G–manifold and provided π1(G) < ∞), M or M
′. For each choice of
fiber one has two possible bases, which yields six bundles with positive
Ricci curvature. Again, this construction can be made more explicit
considering the examples given by Theorem 3.1.
3. In the same lines of item 2, let G = S3, P = Sp(2), M = S7,M ′ = Σ7
and pr : S3 →֒ Sp(2) → B, where M ′ is the Gromoll–Meyer exotic
sphere and B is compact and has a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
One can consider several associated bundles with positive Ricci curva-
ture, for instance, one can construct a stair of bundles with positive
Ricci curvature in the following way:
(a) TakeE as the associated bundle to pr : S3 →֒ Sp(2)→ B with fiber
P = Sp(2) and base B. This bundle admits a metric of positive
Ricci curvature.
(b) One can assume that B is either S7 or Σ7, obtained as orbit spaces
from pr with two distinct actions on Sp(2), that are neither • nor
⋆.
(c) In the case B = S7, see S7 as a S3–manifold with the ⋆–action on
it, and in the case B = Σ7, see Σ7 as a S3–manifold with • action
on it. Then, B is a S3–manifold that one can use as a fiber to an
associated bundle to pr : Sp(2)→ S7 or pr : Sp(2)→ Σ7. For each
choice of fiber, one has two possible bundles with base S7 or Σ7.
For example,
(i)
S7 →֒ E⋆ → Σ
7, (3.7)
where E⋆ denotes the bundle with fiber S
7 constructed with
the ⋆–action on it and base Σ7.
(ii)
Σ7 →֒ E• → S
7, (3.8)
where E• denotes the bundle with fiber Σ
7 constructed with
the •–action on it and base S7.
(d) Note that one can still construct two more associated bundles,
which we denote by E˜, to Q = Sp(2) → B, B = S7,Σ7 by con-
sidering as fibers S7 or Σ7, both seen as S3–manifolds with the
induced actions (that are neither • nor ⋆) by S3 on Q = Sp(2).
Therefore, one can build the following stair of bundles with positive
Ricci curvature:
Sp(2) →֒ E → S7 →֒ E⋆ → Σ
7 →֒ E• → S
7 →֒ E˜ → S7 (3.9)
Sp(2) →֒ E → Σ7 →֒ E• → Σ
7 →֒ E⋆ → Σ
7 →֒ E˜ → Σ7, (3.10)
4. A similar construction to item 3 works on the case G = S3, Q = P =
P 11,M = S8,M ′ = Σ8, where M ′ is the only 8–dimensional exotic
sphere.
5. In [4] the authors construct examples of compact SRS with positive
Ricci curvature. In fact, for convenience, we restate their theorem.
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Theorem 3.2 (Dancer–Wang). Let (Vi, Ji, hi), 1 ≤ 1 ≤ r, r ≥ 3, be Fano
Ka¨hler–Einstein manifolds with complex dimension ni and first Chern
class piαi, where pi > 0, and αi are indivisible classes on in H
2(Vi;Z).
Let V1 and Vr be complex projective spaces with normalized Fubini–Study
metric. Let Pq denote the principal S
1–bundle over V1×V2× . . . Vr with
Euler class −π∗1(a1) +
∑r−1
i=2 qiπ
∗
i (ai) + π
∗
r (ar).
Suppose in addition that −(n1+1)qi < pi and (nr+1)qi < pi, ∀2 ≤
i ≤ r − 1. Then, there is a compact shrinking gradient Ka¨hler Ricci
soltion structure on the total space M obtained from Pq ×S1 CP
1 by
blowing Pq down to V2 × . . .× Vr at one end and V1 × . . .× Vr−1 at the
other end, iff for some κ1 ∈ R, the integral
I :=
∫ nr+1
nr−1
e−2κ1(x+n1+1)
r∏
i=1
(
x−
pi
qi
)ni
dx
vanishes. If κ1 6= 0, the soliton is non–Einstein.
Via the understanding of the behavior of the integral I on their
Theorem, they conclude:
Theorem 3.3 (Dancer–Wang). All the compact Ka¨hler manifolds M de-
scribed in Theorem 3.2 are Fano manifolds and admit an explicit gradi-
ent Ka¨hler Ricci soltion.
Since Fano manifolds have positive Ricci curvature, we can use
their Theorem to build new bundles with positive Ricci curvature based
upon a construct with warped products, following Corollary 1.9. In fact,
one has:
Theorem 3.4. Let (M, f) be a non–Einstein compact gradient shrinking
Ka¨hler Ricci soltion given by Theorem 3.2. Let F be a compact manifold
with positive Ricci curvature. Then, the manifold M ×ef F admits a
metric of positive Ricci curvature.
One can proceed by giving more explicit examples. In fact, on [4, pg
21], they construct the following explicit examples of SRS with positive
Ricci curvature:
(a) (M, f) as a non–trivial shrinking Ka¨hler–Ricci soliton on the total
space of a CP1–bundle over CP2 × CP2,
(b) (M, f) as a non–trivial shrinking Ka¨hler–Ricci soliton on the total
space of a CP1–bundle over a product of two copies of F(3, 3),
where F(3, 3) is the irrational Clemens-Griffiths three-fold.
Let F be any example of manifold with positive Ricci curvature
constructed so far. In particular, one can simply consider F as any
manifold on the Theorem 3.1. Then, the following manifolds carries a
metric of positive Ricci curvature:
(a) M̂1 :=M ×e2f F , where (M, f) is a non–trivial shrinking Ka¨hler–
Ricci soliton on the total space of a CP1–bundle over CP2 × CP2,
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(b) M̂2 := M ×e2f F, where (M, f) is a non–trivial shrinking Ka¨hler–
Ricci soliton on the total space of a CP1–bundle over a product
of two copies of F(3, 3), where F(3, 3) is the irrational Clemens-
Griffiths three-fold,
(c) Furthermore, one can proceed indefinitely by taking M̂i+1 :=M×e2f
M̂i, i ∈ {1, 2} and construct new examples of manifolds with pos-
itive Ricci curvature. Here, (M, f) can be taken, for example, as
one of the previous items.
4. Applications to scalar curvature
We know make use of the developed theory to prove the following:
Theorem 4.1. Let F →֒ M
π
→ B be a fiber bundle from a compact manifold
M with fiber F , compact structure group G and base B. Suppose that
1. B has a metric of positive Ricci curvature,
2. A principal orbit of the G-action on F has finite fundamental group,
3. F has a G-invariant metric such that the submersion metric on F reg/G
has RicF reg/G ≥ 1.
Then,
1. There is λ ∈ (0, 1] such that every smooth function f : M → R such
that
minp∈M f
maxp∈M f
≤ λ, is the scalar curvature of a complete metric on M ,
except maybe when f is constant,
2. If F have constant scalar curvature, then every smooth function f :
M → R is the scalar curvature of a metric on M , except maybe when f
is constant.
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, one needs the following result by Kazdan
and Warner ([12, Theorem A]):
Theorem 4.2 (Kazdan–Warner). Let (M, g) be a smooth compact manifold.
Denote by scalg the scalar curvature of g. Let f ∈ C
∞(M) be a smooth
function on M . Then, if there exists a constant c > 0 such that
min cf ≤ scalg(p) ≤ max cf, ∀p ∈M, (4.1)
there exists a smooth Riemannian metric g˜ on M such that
scalg˜ = f.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. According to the hypothesis, F carries a G–invariant
metric of positive Ricci curvature. Take on M the unique metric g such that
the fibers are totally geodesic manifolds (as in the proof of Theorem 1.7).
Fix an arbitrary point p ∈ M and let {ei}
k
i=1 be an orthonormal basis
for Hp and {ej}
n
j=k+1 be an orthonormal basis for Vp. Note that {ei}
k
i=1 ∪
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{e−tej}
n
j=k+1 is an gt–orthonormal basis for TpM. Using the formulae on
Proposition 2.1 one sees that the scalar curvature of gt is given by
scalt(p) = scalt
H(p) + 2
∑
i,j
‖A∗eiej‖
2
g + e
−2tscalF (p) (4.2)
Furthermore,
scalt
H(p) = scalB(p)(1− e
2t) + e2tscalHg (p). (4.3)
Denote by st := minp∈M scalt(p) and by St := maxp∈M scalt(p). Then,
note that
λ := lim
t→−∞
st
St
=
minp∈M scalF
maxp∈M scalF
≤ 1. (4.4)
The statement then follows from Kazdan–Warner Theorem applied to (M, gt)
since, for every λ′ ∈ (0, λ), there is t < 0 such that
λ′ <
st
St
< λ.

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